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developed, their evolution into the “functional finance” ofAbba Lerner, and
their diminishing influence as predicted by Ludwig von Mises. Chapters 3
and 4 present a wide range of views on the subject of deficit spending with
essays by no less than four Nobel Laureates (Friedman, Hayek, Tobin, and
Buchanan) whose views are all quite distinct. With the exception noted
earlier, I found these chapters to be acomprehensive andbalanced treatment
of the principal issues surrounding the significance, causes, and conse-
quences ofdeficit spending.

Chapters 5 through 7 round out the collection with afocus on political and
institutional reform, Most ofthese essays take the position that deficit spend-
ing is symptomatic ofalarger problem ofagovernment that lacks thestructure
required for self-discipline and self-restraint. Without substantive reforms,
government spending and taxationwill continue to rise, andeconomic growth
that is founded on personal initiative will stagnate. These essays discuss the
effectiveness and the feasibility of various reforms, including constitutional
amendments to balance the budget and limit the growth oftaxation, legisla-
tive reforms mandating “supermajorities” for enactment of spending and
taxing bills, and measures that would impose greater control over thebudget
process. These are all important issues that deserve the attention of our
elected representatives in Congress. In sum, I would recommend this book
as a useful collection of essays that deserves the attention of those of us who
are being “represented.”

Milton H. Marquis
Florida State University

The New Protectionist Threat to World Welfare
Dominick Salvatore, ed.
New York: North-HollandlElsevier Science Publishing Co.,
1987, xvi + 581 pp.

I did not like this book and quickly regretted having agreed to spend the
time necessary to review it. It is amixed bag, though, andsome ofthearticles
in it areworth reading, as I’ll explain.

Writings on the “real” (as opposed to monetary) side of international eco-
nomics generally fall into either of two categories: (1) exercises in high-
powered price theory and (2) a blend of economics with political and insti-
tutional description and self-conscious, moralizing internationalism. Most of
this book falls into the second category.

As its title should havewarned me, the book is full ofcomplaints. Countries
are backsliding from the noble ideals of the GATT and the diplomats who
negotiated tariffcuts under its auspices. Protectionists are resorting more
and more to sneaky measures such as import quotas, “voluntary” export
restraints imposed on foreign suppliers, orderly marketing arrangements,
and miscellaneous disguised restraints on imports. It is desirable, urgent,
imperative—whatever—that governments abandon their wicked ways and
adopt liberal trade regimes; such trade barriers as do remain should be
nondiscriminatory and “transparent” (i.e., forthright, undisguised).
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So what else is new? I agree with the sentiments expressed by so many of
Salvatore’s authors. I too am no nasty protectionist; I too am on the side of
the angels. But reassuring each other on this point quickly becomes tedious,
tedious, tedious. By now, after over 200 years, economists should be accus-
tomed to seeing their free-trade advice scorned.

With few and partial exceptions, Salvatore’s authors do not invoke the
lessons of public-choice theory. Of course governments, especially demo-
cratic governments, keep handing out protection and other conspicuous favors
to vocal minorities, diffusing the greater total costs inconspicuously over the
general population. Any hope, it seems to me, must rest not on the sort of
piecemeal preaching found in this book buton cultivation ofaconstitutional
attitude and perhaps adoption ofa constitutional amendment restraining the
economicpowers of government. Perhaps the public can be persuaded of a
general principle, like freedom of speech or governmental restraint in eco-
nomic affairs, when the argument is conducted on the level of principle,
even though, otherwise, interventions in innumerable individual cases would
seem like plain common sense.

When politicians, journalists, and the stray economist recommend further
extension of government economic activity—as under an “industrial pol-
icy”—we skeptics should call for a look at the record. How well have gov-
ernments performed in trade policy, farm policy, synfuels and other energy
policies, tax policy, and so forth? Do you interventionists really want to
extendthe scope for that sort of performance? Or if you do think that govern-
ments can perform aconstructive role in “targeting” on certain industries by
favoring them with protection, subsidies, cheap credit, guaranteed markets,
and so forth, precisely how do you propose to change the environment of
information and incentives affecting policymakers so as to obtain better
results than in the past?

Asking such questions does not conveyanyassertion that the unhampered
marketoperates so perfectly that no interventions could conceivably make
any improvement. So-called imperfections do exist in the real world, and it
is a routine exercise for any even half-way competent economist to think up
interventions that would bring improvements in abstractly conceived cases.
But what do such abstract possibilities imply for policy in the real world, in
which government decisionmakers are not omniscient and omnipotent and
thoroughly public-spirited and do operate with inappropriate incentives and
fragmented responsibilities?

Around the middle ofthe book, barely in time to keep me from dismissing
it with a curt, scathing review, thearticles by Richard Cooper, Paul Krugman,
and Mordechai Kreinin do begin to touch on such questions. Cooper empha-
sizes something that ought to be obvious but apparently often escapes poli-
ticians and other noneconomists, namely, general economic interdepen-
dence. “Discrimination in favor of certain firms or industries automatically
involves discrimination against firms and industries that are nOt specially
favored. Ifsubsidies ortaxbreaks orbelow-market creditsaregivento favored
firms, others have to make up the difference by paying more taxes or more
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for credit than would be true in the absence of the discriminatory measures.
And the currency will appreciate to the extent that exports are stimulated,
thus putting others at a disadvantage with respect to foreign competition”
(p. 249). “U.S. actions should not be motivated by arguments that rest on the
fallacy ofcomposition—that is, that the action would generate employment
or improve the overall trade balance. Except in the short run, employment
and the overall trade balance are determined by the macroeconomic condi-
tions ofeach economy, not by particular trade policies” (p. 258). (This point
seems to have escaped Darryl McLeod and Dominick Salvatore in their
article on employment effects of barriers to North-South trade. They grind
out conclusions f~~omabstract models of economies constrained by deficien-
cies of demand or of capital, suffering from savings gaps or foreign-exchange
gaps, and exhibiting Keynesian multipliers in operation—all without duly
distinguishing between patterns of economic activity and levels of activity
or idleness and without being explicit aboutassumptions concerning wage
and price stickiness.)

Paul Krugman examines “Targeted Industrial Policies: Theory and Evi-
dence.” He classifies criteria for selecting industries to be favored into two
groups—-”popular” ones advanced in arguments aimed at a large audience
and “sophisticated” ones suggested by economic theory. Implementing two
of the popular criteria would be “disastrously counterproductive,” while the
other two ofthe fourthat Krugmanfinds in circulation would be less obviously
destructive, but not likely to be beneficial, either. Yet “when the time to
choose industrial targets comes, it will be abreakwith all past experience if
the criteria for selection are more sophisticated than these” (p. 276). The
relatively sophisticated arguments invoke economies of scale and imperfect
competition, externalities, and possibilities of correcting for the adverse
effects of other government policies. (Some of these concepts enter into
arguments for “strategic” trade policy, which is something of a buzz word
nowadays; but those arguments strike me as providing nothing beyond new
packaging for old and familiar abstract-theoreticalarguments for protection.)
Anyway, Krugman concludes that even the sophisticated case for industrial
targeting “does not look veryoperational” (p. 281). After a historical review,
he finds “noclear-cut cases ofsuccessful industrial targeting. Ofthe two most
famous examples, Japanese targetingofsteel probablyreduced national income,
while the returns are not yet in on Japan’s targeting of semiconductors”
(p. 295).

Michael Mussa also stresses the implications of general economic inter-
dependence, including interdependence over time. He identifies the “mis-
apprehension” that protectionist commercial policies can provide not only
protection for particular domestic industries but also positive average pro-
tection for domestic industry. In addition to his article, four others in the
book are more concerned with money and exchange rates than with the
microeconomic aspects of protectionism.

At least a couple of articles in the book take cookbook econometrics seri-
ously to the point of being laughable. Gershon Feder and LilyUy run regres-
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sions in which the dependent variable is a measure of “country creditwor-
thiness” not further explained than as being published every six months by
Institutional Investor on the basis of a survey among bankers and financial
institutions. The supposed explanatory variables include various ratios and
other numbers and dummies. The authors use the coefficients that pop out
of their computer to construct a model of a hypothetical economy and then
run simulations that generate several tables of numbers.

The space of areview does not permit meaningful comment on everyone
oftwenty-six articles. Eachofthe unmentioned authors is free tobelieve that
his (not “his or hers,” in the present case) is one of the exceptions I found to
the dreariness of the book as a whole.

Leland B. Yeager
Auburn University
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